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We are Hitachi Vantara

Hitachi Vantara delivers the intelligent data platforms, infrastructure systems, and digital expertise that supports more than 80% 
of the fortune 100. We turn data-rich businesses into data-driven ones through agile digital processes, products, and experiences.

Think Bigger With Your Data Partnerships
As data volumes soar, your budgets are tightening. So, you’ll need another way to make 

big ambitions possible. Seizing huge opportunities, with limited time and resources. 

Only new heights of control and vast efficiencies can change the equation. To achieve 
them, you’ll need to combine the powers of two data giants. Here are 4 ways how:

Get a titan’s perspective

No insight should fall through the 
gaps. To monetize data, you’ll need 
to keep your eyes fixed on big 
goals. And align small details  
with a clear purpose.

That means integrating everything 
– breaking down silos and moving
data seamlessly.

Align solutions with big-picture 
ambitions, thanks to one of the 
broadest portfolios around. All from 
tight-knit partners, who’ve designed 
everything to work together. 

Hitachi data collection, 
management and governance 
dovetails at every touchpoint with 
Cisco’s governance, management 
and analytics.

Think bigger, see simpler
More hardware, more infrastructure 
and more storage won’t cut it. Not 
for a truly data-driven business.

Instead, it’s about seeing and 
controlling your hybrid cloud 
estate as one, as data moves 
through every step of the lifecycle – 
from edge to core to cloud.

Balance availability, cost-efficiency 
and performance. Optimize 
capacity. Plus, install, configure, 
deploy and monitor faster.

With Hitachi and Cisco, you’ll 
get a complete view of your data 
management and joined-up 
support through a single point  
of contact and a single SLA.

Use deep expertise, at any scale

Whether you’re starting small or 
rolling out sweeping transformation, 
one size never fits all.

You’ll need industry-specific 
consultancy, local support  
and access to instantly scalable 
resources – anywhere in the world.

Only giants have the range 
of resources and breadth of 
expertise to open new doors 
anywhere.

Hitachi companies feature in 
industries such as transportation, 
energy, IT, healthcare, and heavy 
equipment manufacturing.  The 
collaboration with Cisco spans 
across all of these, delivering 
industry tailored data life cycle 
management.

Shrink your risks at every step
With tight regs and high stakes,  
your data needs to be safe. But 
as you set transformation in motion, 
the risks can spiral.

You’ll need to design security into 
every move you make. Covering  
the risks, across technologies  
and between clouds.

Guarantee relentless uptime, 
consistent service and constant 
security. The easy way.

With Hitachi and Cisco, it’s all 
covered under your SLA. So,  
you can simply name your needs, 
and we’ll design a solution – and an 
implementation plan – that delivers. 
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